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Talking Is a Gift is the only comprehensive book
about communication and public speaking written
from a Christian perspective by women and for
women -- an unmatched source for Christian women
enrolled in academic programs, leading in local
churches, or serving in itinerant speaking/teaching
ministries. This distinctive text from experienced
authors Rhonda Harrington Kelley and Monica Rose
Brennan offers essential skills for women in personal
life and varied ministry contexts. And as the title
suggests, the content of the book supports the
premise that talking is simply a talent when used for
personal pleasure, but it is a spiritual gift when used
to minister to others. Kelley and Brennan divide the
book into three parts: interpersonal communication,
verbal communication, and nonverbal
communication. Specific chapters cover issues
including audience and outline, research and
supportive material, anxiety and fear, delivery and
details, and more. Discussion questions for each
chapter, informational charts, and a glossary of
terms are also featured.
Paramedic Pearls of Wisdom, Second Edition is a
collection of rapid-fire questions and answers to help
students prepare for paramedic state and national
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certification and refresher exams. It consists of
pearls -- succinct pieces of knowledge in a question
and answer format. Designed to maximize test
scores, Paramedic Pearls of Wisdom prunes
complex concepts down to the simplest kernel.
Paramedic Pearls of Wisdom is written in direct
correlation to the U.S. DOT 1998 EMT-Paramedic
National Standard Curriculum. Objectives are
covered in the order and manner in which they
appear in the curriculum. This is an excellent study
guide for paramedic students going through initial or
refresher paramedic training.
Full-color coverage of the latest diagnosis and
management strategies for treating neuroophthalmological conditions Part of the Instant
Clinical Diagnosis in Ophthalmology series, this fullcolor, quick reference provides in-depth guidance on
new diagnostic approaches, operative techniques,
and procedures for treating neuro-ophthalmological
conditions. Features Numerous full-color
photographs, drawings, and algorithms Quick scan
bulleted text Covers key topics such as visual
pathway, the pupil, binocular vision, ocular motility,
pediatric neuro-ophthalmology, the examination,
visual sensory disorders, congenital optic disc
anomalies, papilledema, and more Detailed,
authoritative content you won't find in any other
resource: SECTION 1: Applied Anatomy and
Preliminary Considerations in Neuro-ophthalmology;
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Chapter 1. Visual Pathway; Chapter 2. The Pupil;
Chapter 3. Binocular Vision; Chapter 4.
Supranuclear Pathways for Eye Movements;
Chapter 5. Laws of Ocular Motility; Chapter 6.
Pediatric Neuro-ophthalmology Examination;
SECTION 2: Visual Sensory System Disorders;
Chapter 7. Congenital Optic Disc Anomalies;
Chapter 8. Papilledema; Chapter 9. Acquired Optic
Nerve Disorders; Chapter 10. Optic Atrophy; Chapter
11. Optic Nerve Tumors; Chatper 12. Compressive
Chiasmatic Lesions; SECTION 3: Ocular Motor
System Disorders; Chapter 13. Supranuclear
Disorders of Eye movements; Chapter 14. Cranial
Nerve Palsies and their Management; Chapter 15.
Infranuclear Disorders of Ocular Motility; Chapter 16.
Disorders of Neuromuscular Transmission; Chapter
17. Myopathies Affecting Extraocular Muscles;
Chapter 18. Nystagmus; SECTION 4: Neuroophthalmic Non-organic Disorders; Chapter 19.
Neuro-ophthalmic Manifestations of Non-organic
Diseases; Chapter 20. Amblyopia; SECTION 5:
Autonomic Nervous System Disorders and
Miscellaneous; Chapter 21. The Neuroanatomical
Basis of Accommodation and Vergence; Chapter 22.
Functional Brain Imaging of Suppression; Chapter
23. Headache and Facial Pain; Chapter 24.
Ophthalmic Manifestations of Intracranial Lesions;
Chapter 25. Visual Impairment in Cortical Lesions;
Chapter 26. Multiple Sclerosis; Chapter 27.
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Abnormal Eyelid Functions; Chapter 28. Imaging in
Neuro-ophthalmology; Chapter 29. Role of HRT II
Diagnosis in Neurophthalmic Diseases
Diagnose and manage diseases using the newest
information and research! Pathologic Basis of
Veterinary Disease – Expert Consult, 6th Edition
provides complete, illustrated coverage of both
general pathology and the pathology of organ
systems of domestic animals. Addressing species
from dogs and cats to pigs and cattle — and many
more — this reference describes the lesions and
pathogeneses of diseases, how cells and tissues
respond to injury, and the interplay of host defense
mechanisms with microbes and injurious agents.
Updates include the latest scientific advances and
diagnostic information. Written by a team of expert
contributors, this book includes an Expert Consult
website with access to the complete digital book plus
thousands of images and guidelines for sample
acquisition and for performing a complete necropsy.
Complete coverage of both general pathology and
pathology of organ systems is provided in one
convenient resource, and includes the latest
information available. Over 20 recognized experts
deliver the most relevant information for the
practitioner, student, or individual preparing for the
American College of Veterinary Pathology board
examination. UPDATED content on cellular and
organ system pathology includes the latest insights
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into the science of inflammation, healing, and
molecular carcinogenesis, as well as expanded
coverage of genetics and disease. Over 2,100 fullcolor illustrations include color schematics, flow
charts, and diagrammatic representations of disease
processes as well as summary tables and boxes,
making it easier to understand difficult concepts.
Clear, up-to-date explanations of disease
mechanisms describe cell, tissue, and organ
response to injury and infection. Easy-to-follow
organization for each systemic disease chapter
includes a brief review of basic principles related to
anatomy, structure, and function, followed by
congenital and functional abnormalities and
discussions of infectious disease responses, helping
you apply principles to veterinary practice. Expert
Consult website provides the reader with the
complete digital text plus: An image collection;
guidelines for performing a complete, systematic
necropsy and appropriate sample acquisition for all
organ systems; a comprehensive glossary; and an
appendix of photographic techniques in veterinary
pathology. NEW line drawings and schematic
diagrams depict current concepts about
pathogeneses and lesions of veterinary diseases.
NEW! Essential Concept boxes in each basic
pathology chapter break down long and complicated
topics, making it easier to understand lesions and
pathogeneses in the ‘organ system’ chapters.
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NEW! Key Readings Index at the beginning of each
chapter includes page numbers, making important
information easy to locate.
Easy to understand and fun to read, this engaging
primer on the etiology and pathogenesis of human
disease will help you develop a basic understanding
of pathology that will set you on the path to a
successful career in the health professions.
Punctuated by humor, unique case studies that link
pathology to real-world clinical applications, and
absorbing tales from the history of medicine, this
engaging book focuses on the patient as it guides
you through the causes and consequences of
common diseases.
This fully updated training system covers every competency
statement of the National EMS Education Standards for
Paramedics with clarity and precision in a concise format that
ensures student comprehension and encourages critical
thinking.
These guidelines have been approved by the four
organizations that make up the Cooperating Parties for the
ICD-10-CM: the American Hospital Association (AHA), the
American Health Information Management Association
(AHIMA), CMS, and NCHS. These guidelines are a set of
rules that have been developed to accompany and
complement the official conventions and instructions provided
within the ICD-10-CM itself. The instructions and conventions
of the classification take precedence over guidelines. These
guidelines are based on the coding and sequencing
instructions in the Tabular List and Alphabetic Index of
ICD-10-CM, but provide additional instruction. Adherence to
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these guidelines when assigning ICD-10-CM diagnosis codes
is required under the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA). The diagnosis codes (Tabular List
and Alphabetic Index) have been adopted under HIPAA for all
healthcare settings. A joint effort between the healthcare
provider and the coder is essential to achieve complete and
accurate documentation, code assignment, and reporting of
diagnoses and procedures. These guidelines have been
developed to assist both the healthcare provider and the
coder in identifying those diagnoses that are to be reported.
The importance of consistent, complete documentation in the
medical record cannot be overemphasized. Without such
documentation accurate coding cannot be achieved. The
entire record should be reviewed to determine the specific
reason for the encounter and the conditions treated.
The story of Pecola Breedlove profiles an eleven-year-old
African-American girl growing up in an America that values
blue-eyed blondes and the tragedy that results from her
longing to be accepted.
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by AfricanAmerican writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic
of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely
Hurston's best known work.
Specifies procedures for air traffic control planning,
coordination, and services during defense activities and
special military operations.

The team that brings you the popular Davis's
Comprehensive Handbook of Laboratory and
Diagnostic Tests With Nursing Implications now
brings you the only text that explains the who, what,
when, how, and why of laboratory and diagnostic
testing and connects them to clinical presentations,
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nursing interventions, and nursing outcomes.
Marshal Dwight Stern and his posse are overseeing
the loading of a shipment of gold onto a heavily
armoured stage coach when they are ambushed in a
surprise attack. With Stern's fiancee held in the grip
of one of the attackers and a double-barrelled
shotgun pointing at her head, there's no time to play
nice. With his hand on his gun and a prayer for the
gunman to make a mistake and move the gun from
Belinda's head, all he needs is a split second...
The Handbook of Nutrition, Diet and the Eye is the
first book to thoroughly address common features
and etiological factors in how dietary and nutritional
factors affect the eye. The ocular system is perhaps
one of the least studied organs in diet and nutrition,
yet the consequences of vision loss can be
devastating. One of the biggest contributors to
complete vision loss in the western hemisphere is
diabetes, precipitated by metabolic syndrome. In
some developing countries, micronutrient
deficiencies are major contributory factors to
impaired vision. However, there are a range of
ocular defects that have either their origin in
nutritional deficiencies or excess or have been
shown to respond favorably to nutritional
components. The eye from the cornea to the retina
may be affected by nutritional components. Effects
may be physiological or molecular. This book
represents essential reading for nutritionists,
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dietitians, optometrists, ophthalmologists, opticians,
endocrinologists, and other clinicians and
researchers interested in eye health and vision in
general. Saves clinicians and researchers time in
quickly accessing the very latest details on a broad
range of nutrition, ocular health, and disease issues
Provides a common language for nutritionists,
nutrition researchers, optometrists, and
ophthalmologists to discuss how dietary and
nutritional factors, and related diseases and
syndromes affect the eye Preclinical, clinical, and
population studies will help nutritionists, dieticians,
and clinicians map out key areas for research and
further clinical recommendations
diFiore's Atlas of Histology with Functional
Correlations, Eleventh Edition, explains basic
histology concepts through full-color, schematic
illustrations. These illustrations are supplemented by
more than 450 digitized full-color online
photomicrographs of histological images. Part One
explains tissues and their relationship to their
systems; Part Two addresses organs in a similar
way. Targeting undergraduate, allied health and first
and second year medical students, the Eleventh
Edition includes new and enhanced images through
redrawing and digitization to provide increased
detail. This edition also features updated illustrations
and information on the functions of cells, tissues,
and organs of the body based on advances in
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research and expert recommendations. The atlas'
student-friendly "Functional Correlations" sections
help students study structure and function together.
Students also benefit from a "realistic" perspective
as more than 70 micrographs appear adjacent to
color illustrations. A companion Website offers
student and instructor versions of diFiore's
Interactive Atlas with all of the images from the book.
The Neurology of Eye Movements provides
clinicians with a synthesis of current scientific
information that can be applied to the diagnosis and
treatment of disorders of ocular motility. Basic
scientists will also benefit from descriptions of how
data from anatomical, electrophysiological,
pharmacological, and imaging studies can be directly
applied to the study of disease. By critically
reviewing such basic studies, the authors build a
conceptual framework that can be applied to the
interpretation of abnormal ocular motor behavior at
the bedside. These syntheses are summarized in
displays, new figures, schematics and tables. Early
chapters discuss the visual need and neural basis
for each functional class of eye movements. Two
large chapters deal with the evaluation of double
vision and systematically evaluate how many
disorders of the central nervous system affect eye
movements. This edition has been extensively
rewritten, and contains many new figures and an upto-date section on the treatment of abnormal eye
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movements such as nystagmus. A major innovation
has been the development of an option to read the
book from a compact disc, make use of hypertext
links (which bridge basic science to clinical issues),
and view the major disorders of eye movements in
over 60 video clips. This volume will provide
pertinent, up-to-date information to neurologists,
neuroscientists, ophthalmologists, visual scientists,
otalaryngologists, optometrists, biomedical
engineers, and psychologists.
Showing readers how to exchange digital cash via
the Net, this book describes a variety of digital cash
algorithms, whose approaches get more complex as
features are added. Several current commercial
digital cash systems--Citibank, Microsoft/Visa,
Digicash, Magic Money, and First Virtual--are
discussed.
Private Eyes is the complete map to what Raymond
Bhandler called "the mean streets," the exciting
world of the fictional private eye. It is intended to
entertain current PI fans and to make new ones.
She’s a nerd in nerd’s clothing, easily identifiable,
so why is a prince attracted to her? Why would his
hotness, Prince Aleksi, want her, Dr. Tia Morrison,
major nerd? And why on earth did she give her cell
phone number to a bona fide prince? She’s not
princess material – ask any of her three obnoxious
brothers. But it would take a stronger nerd than Tia
to resist Aleksi’s pleas. His water wells are dying
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and his country is running out of water sources. He
needs a microbiologist. He needs Tia. And Tia
figures, what could go wrong? Watch out Rurikstan,
there’s a Bad Nerd Rising.
For teachers We know that the Common Core State
Standards are encouraging you to reevaluate the
books that you assign to your students. To help you
decide which books are right for your classroom,
each free ebook in this series contains a Common
Core–aligned teaching guide and a sample chapter.
This free teaching guide for Their Eyes Were
Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston is designed to
help you put the new Common Core State Standards
into practice. "A deeply soulful novel that
comprehends love and cruelty, and separates the
big people from the small of heart, without ever
losing sympathy for those unfortunates who don't
know how to live properly."—Zadie Smith One of the
most important and enduring books of the 20th
century, Their Eyes Were Watching God brings to
life a Southern love story with the wit and pathos
found only in the writing of Zora Neale Hurston. Out
of print for almost thirty years—due largely to initial
audiences' rejection of its strong black female
protagonist—Hurston's classic has since its 1978
reissue become perhaps the most widely read and
highly acclaimed novel in the canon of AfricanAmerican literature.
Sethe, an escaped slave living in post-Civil War Ohio
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with her daughter and mother-in-law, is haunted
persistently by the ghost of the dead baby girl whom
she sacrificed, in a new edition of the Nobel
Laureate's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel. Reader's
Guide available. Reprint. 60,000 first printing.
Table of Contents Vision Chapter # 1: An Introduction
Chapter # 2: The Eye Chapter # 3: Eye Under-Stress
Chapter # 4: Facts & Misconceptions Chapter # 5: Signs
& Symptoms A Healthy Diet Recipes Chapter # 1:
Turkey Burgers with Orange Peppers Chapter # 2:
Pumpkin Mousse Chapter # 3: Roasted Salmon & Melon
Salsa Chapter # 4: Chicken Almond Wraps Chapter # 5:
Balsamic Chicken Chapter # Can you imagine a single
day without your vision? I think every person on this
world who has been blessed with vision would answer
“No” to that.
Cognitive poetics is an interdisciplinary approach to the
study of literature employing the tools offered by
cognitive science. Cognitive science is an umbrella term
covering the various disciplines that investigate human
information processing: cognitive psychology,
psycholinguistics, artificial intelligence and certain
branches of linguistics and of the philosophy of science.
These explore the psychological processes involved in
the acquisition, organization and use of knowledge; in
fact, in all information processing activities of the brain,
ranging from the analysis of immediate stimuli to the
organization of subjective experience. Cognitive poetics
explores the possible contributions of cognitive science
to poetics: it attempts to find out how poetic language
and form, or the critic's decisions, are constrained and
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shaped by human information processing. It assumes
that in the response to poetry, cognitive devices that
were initially acquired for survival in man's physical and
social environment, are turned to aesthetic ends. It offers
cognitive theories that systematically account for the
relationship between the structure of literary texts and
their perceived effects.This book uses cognitive theories
to illuminate literature rather than use works of literature
to illustrate cognitive theories. It emphasizes the
particular differences between cognitive processes in
general and their unique exploitation for literary
purposes; its generalizations are wide enough to be
applicable to a great variety of literary works of art, while
at the same time, it provides means to make meaningful
distinctions between, or within, specific works of
literature. Such an approach requires the combination of
the tools of cognitive science with those of the more
traditional disciplines of literary criticism, literary history,
linguistics and aesthetics. An important task of cognitive
poetics is to explore the possibilities and limitations of
such combinations. This book attempts to illuminate the
cognitive aspects of poetic structure on a wide variety of
strata and from a wide variety of angles: the sound
stratum of poetry, the units of meaning stratum and the
world stratum; literary history; period style; stylistic
typology; genre; archetypal patterns; aesthetic qualities;
poetry and altered states of consciousness.
On a bright, sunny day, Connecticut senator Theodore
Lucci is driven home to his waterfront estate in
Greenwich. An unexpected sight meets him: several
police vehicles parked by his front door. As he exits his
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car, he is placed under arrest, and his life is changed
forever. According to authorities, Theodore killed two
men in cold blood and robbed $30,000 from a local bank,
but there’s no motive. Theodore is the son of a selfmade billionaire and has a beautiful wife, twin boys, and
a successful political career. Nothing makes
sense—unless Theodore is in the midst of a conspiracy.
It’s possible his father, Anthony Lucci, and his father’s
best friend and head of a Columbian drug cartel could be
involved. Perhaps the eyewitnesses who identified
Theodore are wrong, but if Theodore is innocent, who
was the mystery man at the bank? There are too many
questions, not enough answers, and a man’s life at
stake as authorities struggle to uncover a truth that is
deeply buried.
Emergency Medical Technician
The Neurology of Vision sets out the principles and
information needed to understand and manage disorders
of the visual pathways in the brain. The author divides
vision into three components. The optical component
addresses the eye's ability to properly focus light on the
retina. The retinocortical component converts light into
neural signals in the retina, transmitting them to the
primary visual cortex. Finally, the integrative component
converts this simple visual information into more
complicated forms. The symptoms and signs, testing
methods, and diseases of each part of the visual system
are presented using this unique, structural component
approach. A final chapter discusses the visual
manifestations of psychiatric disturbances. The book is
heavily illustrated with over 150 beautifully rendered line
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illustrations, 50 radiographic brain images, and 60 retinal
photographs. Case studies with teaching questions are
also included, to further the reader's knowledge and test
understanding.
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